Report of stakeholder consultations in Turkey
Joint Initiative on Corporate Accountability and Workers’ Rights
2 – 4 November 2004

1. Introduction
Representatives of the Joint Initiative on Corporate Accountability and
Workers’ Rights held consultations with various interest groups in
Turkey between the 2nd and 4th of November 2005.
The representatives involved in the consultations were: Susan Hayter Joint Initiative (JOIN), Anne Lally - Fair Labor Association (FLA), Scott
Nova - Workers Rights Consortium (WRC), Dan Rees - Ethical Trading
Initiative (ETI), Sjef Stoop - Fair Wear Foundation (FWF), Alice Tepper
Marlin - Social Accountability International (SAI), Rut Tufts - Fair Labor
Association (FLA) and Ineke Zeldenrust - Clean Clothes Campaign
(CCC).
The purpose of the consultations was to:
• gain a better understanding of the context in which the project
was being carried out;
• introduce the Joint Initiative (see annex 1) to the key interest
groups in Turkey and get their feedback on what they saw as
the priority issues that should be addressed in the Turkey
project;
• gain an understanding of the extent to which the different
interest groups wished to participate in the project and their
capacity to do so;
• identify ways in which the project could reinforce efforts
underway to enhance the competitiveness of enterprises, while
simultaneously ensuring respect for workers’ rights and
contributing to improvements in working conditions in the
garment producing sector in Turkey.
This report highlights issues raised by the different interest groups. The
names of the persons consulted with are attached as annex 2. It is
circulated to all those involved in the consultations and will form the
basis of the design of the project in Turkey.
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2. International organizations
Representatives of the Joint Initiative met with the ILO and GTZ in
Ankara, Turkey on the 2nd November 2004.
ILO activities relevant to the project include a joint management /
worker training project on core labour standards (the second phase of
which will be implemented in the coming year), a research project on
social auditing, an IPEC programme on child labour and a project on
social dialogue. The ILO stressed the importance of freedom of
association and was concerned with what was seen as “cherry picking”
among the core labour standards in codes of conduct. They highlighted
as a pressing issue that of unregistered work and workplaces. Future
negotiations for accession to the EU provided a significant incentive for
labour law reform. To allay concerns about the interests driving the
implementation of code of conduct in Turkey, it would be important to
show that improvements in labour standards and enterprise
competitiveness go hand in hand.
The GTZ has convened a National Round Table in Turkey on Social
Standards under the auspices of the AVE (the Foreign Trade
Association of the German Retail Trade). It has met four times and
includes most organizations that have an interest in the implementation
of codes of conduct. The AVE model is based on the SA8000 standard.
The focus in Turkey is largely on the textile and garment sector. While
the AVE/GTZ project will come to an end in 2005, the Round Table is
likely to continue beyond that date possibly expanding its scope
beyond the AVE initiative. For many interest groups participating in the
Round Table, it is the only available forum on codes in which they all sit
at the same table.
Both the ILO and GTZ expressed interest in the project and wished to
discuss proposals for working together with the Joint Initiative in
Turkey.
3. Public sector
Representatives of the Joint Initiative met with the Department of
Labour and Social Security and the Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade
in Ankara, Turkey on the 2nd November 2004.
The Department of Labour and the Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade
expressed concerns about the interests that lay behind the
implementation of codes of conduct. Both raised the question of the
impact of code implementation on the competitiveness of enterprises.
They stressed the importance of the universal application of the
standards contained in most codes.
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The Department of Labour expressed particular concern over the
training and quality of private auditors and considered this to be an
issue that needed to be addressed by the project. They were also
concerned about codes of conduct that imposed standards that are
higher than the ILO.
4. Trade and business associations
Representatives of the Joint Initiative met with TISK, TGSD, ISO and
ITKIB in Ankara and Istanbul, Turkey between the 2nd and 4th of
November 2004.
TISK expressed concern about the impact of codes on the
competitiveness of enterprises and stressed the importance of the
universal application of the standards contained in most codes. They
offered to facilitate a future meeting with the textile employers
association.
ISO introduced their draft code of conduct and reported on their
auditing activities. They were interested in being accredited as a social
auditing body able to certify enterprises. They expressed interest in
working together with the Joint Initiative to facilitate consistency among
the different approaches and to learn from ‘best practice’ elsewhere.
ITKIB described their efforts to support enterprises to implement
environmental and social standards, thereby increasing the
competitiveness of the Turkish economy on world markets. Part of this
was to assist enterprises to be certified as compliant with the standards
set out in codes of conduct. They stressed the importance of the
universal application of the standards contained in these codes, without
which they would not be seen as credible efforts to improve working
conditions. They also highlighted the importance of coherence between
the different approaches to code implementation, citing examples of
multiple standards, multiple audits and stakeholder fatigue with
repeated consultations by brands, multistakeholder initiatives and other
associations involved in code implementation.
The TGSD provided an overview of the garment and textile sector in
Turkey. They discussed their involvement in the development of
specific policies to promote investment in less developed parts of the
country. They thought it important to move toward a minimum wage
that was differentiated regionally and were interested in sharing
knowledge on methodologies for calculating a ‘living wage’. They
confirmed the need for a more consistent and coherent approach
among brands, multistakeholder initiatives and other associations
involved in code implementation.
ISO, TGSD and ITKIB stressed the need for the Joint Initiative to
coordinate its activities with the GTZ/AVE Round Table, commenting
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on their positive experience with the dialogue that took place in this
forum.
5. Trade Unions
Representatives of the Joint Initiative met with TEKSIF, TEKSTIL and
OZ- IPLIK-IS in Istanbul, Turkey on the 4th of November 2004.
All three trade unions spoke of a general anti union policy on the part of
suppliers and complained that freedom of association was
systematically denied. They were concerned that the cost of social
benefits associated with registering workers acted as an incentive for
employers not to register part of their workforce and fuelled informality.
All saw codes as a resource to their efforts to improve working
conditions. More work was needed on translating what the provisions
and standards meant in the Turkish context. It was also important to
reward good practice by ensuring fair competition and protecting those
suppliers that were complying with code provisions. They highlighted
the importance of transparency in the supply chain and the value of a
complaints mechanism which would enable them to report code
violations and seek remediation.
All mentioned the need to coordinate with the AVE/GTZ initiative and
the ILO joint management / union training project. They thought the
project should concentrate on medium sized producers, including some
that were supplying more than one brand. They stressed the need for
open cooperation with a feedback mechanism and regular reporting.
6. Non government organizations
Representatives of the Joint Initiative met with representatives of the
Working group on Women Home-based Workers in Turkey (Support
Group), the Women Home-based Workers’ Cooperative and
TUKODER in Ankara and Istanbul between the 2nd and 4th November
2004.
The Working Group and the Women Home-based Workers’
Cooperative raised the issue of the invisibility of home-based work in
public policy. Both had lobbied to bring about changes in the
legislation so as to recognize this category of worker. Issues identified
included discrimination, girl child workers, weak alliances with trade
unions and difficulty with securing a stable flow of orders (relating to
purchasing practices and intermediaries between the supplier and
home-based worker). They see the implementation of codes of conduct
as one way of recognizing work undertaken by home-based workers in
the supply chain. More research was needed to map supply chains
and examine the conditions and constraints home-based workers
faced. Capacity to undertake this was limited.
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TUKODER raised the issue of child workers, unregistered workers,
unregistered companies and the non-implementation of labour law by
the government. In the implementation of codes of conduct they
highlighted the importance of independent verification by organizations
representing consumers, and the training of factory managers on the
content of codes and on good practices.
7. Suppliers
Representatives of the Joint Initiative held an information sharing
session with interested companies on 4th November 2004. The
meeting was attended by 54 suppliers and local representatives of
brands. The list of those that attended is attached as annex 3.
A number of issues were raised during the question and answer
session. Some expressed concern over the level of the common code
being developed and that this would be higher than existing codes.
Questions were raised about the role of NGOs and trade unions in the
project and the scope of the project (whether it would include homebased workers). Others were concerned about the multiplicity of audits
and were confused about the standards being applied. There was
broad endorsement of the need for consolidation and cooperation
among organizations implementing codes of conduct.
8. Conclusions and follow-up
From the round of consultations it is clear that a number of factors
make this a particularly good context within which to jointly examine
how the different approaches to code implementation, monitoring and
verification support constructive industrial relations and efforts to
improve working conditions. These include: the commencement of EU
accession negotiations; potential reform to labour law; technical
assistance being provided on labour standards; and participation by the
social partners in a round table set up to support an initiative which has
adopted a model based on the SA8000 standard (since this is one of
the approaches to code implementation being examined by this
project).
Issues that need to be looked at in the course of the project include:
• how to implement codes given the challenge of unregistered
workers and workplaces;
• ways to address workplace standards on discrimination, wages,
and freedom of association though code implementation; and
• the effect of code implementation on firm competitiveness.
All stakeholders consulted confirmed their interest in achieving more
consistency among the codes and coherence in approaches to their
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implementation. They were interested in learning from best practice
elsewhere, but also in developing guidelines to code implementation
(and best practice) in Turkey which would then have universal
application.
The next step will be to develop the project and plan the elements to be
tested. The project plan will be presented to the different stakeholders
in January 2005.
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Annex 1: Joint Initiative on Corporate Accountability and Workers’
Rights
Background
Codes of conduct have been an important part of efforts to improve labour standards in global
supply chains. Over the last ten years these codes and systems for their implementation have
proliferated. Brands and retailers are faced with multiple industry standards and suppliers are
confused by the numerous codes and initiatives. Local organizations are frustrated by the
many initiatives making demands on their time. Better co-ordination and co-operation is
essential to address this confusion. It is also important to develop a shared understanding of
the ways in which voluntary codes of labour practice and their implementation result in better
working conditions.
The Joint Initiative is the first effort to bring together key organizations different aspects of
code implementation and/or enforcement in a programme of collaborative work. These are:
Clean Clothes Campaign, Ethical Trading Initiative, Fair Labour Association, Fair Wear
Foundation, Social Accountability International and Workers Rights Consortium (referred to in
this document as “the organizations”). Each of these organizations is involved in the global
effort to improve working conditions in global supply chains.
The aim of the initiative
The initiative is seeking to maximise the effectiveness and impact of the work of all the
organizations by ensuring that resources are directed as efficiently as possible to improve the
lives of workers and their families. The initiative is also seeking to explore possibilities for
closer co-operation between the organizations and facilitate shared learning on the manner in
which voluntary codes of labour practice contribute to better workplace conditions in global
supply chains. One outcome, for example, may be a Common Code of Labour Practice.
The Turkey Project
The organizations are participating in a pilot project in Turkey to test the variety of code
implementation strategies and approaches. The pilot will involve European and US
companies and their garment suppliers in Turkey, as well as trade unions, NGOs, industry
and employers’ associations and other interested parties. The pilot will run over 30 months
with two phases of implementation and testing.
The objectives of the pilot are first, to improve working conditions and the observance of
international labour standards in participating garment factories in Turkey, second, to develop
a shared understanding of the ways in which codes of labour practice contribute to this end,
and third, to generate viable models for ongoing co-operation between the organizations.
Having tested the various approaches in the pilot, the Joint Initiative will develop guidelines
that can support other efforts to improve working conditions through the implementation, and
use of, codes of labour practice. It will disseminate these guidelines, together with learning
gained on the pilot of the implications for policy.
Funding and Governance
The Joint Initiative has received funding from the European Commission (DG Employment)
and the US State department. An International Steering Committee consisting of
representatives of the six organizations meets quarterly to provide strategic direction, make
policy decisions and assess progress.
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Annex 2: Persons and organizations consulted

1. International organizations
ILO
Ms. Gülay Arslantepe
Director
Sebastian van der Vegt
Researcher
Ferit Recai Ertu_rul Cad. No 4
06450 Oran
Ankara
ankara@ilo.org

GTZ
Gerd Lueers
Turkey Representative
lueers@gtz-ankara.com
And Sokak 8/6
06680
Çankaya
Ankara

2. Public sector
Ministry of Labour and Social Security
Cengiz Deliba_
Director General of Labour
cdelibas@csgb.gov.tr
Inönü Bulvari No 42
06510 - Emek
Ankara

Prime Ministry
Undersecretariat for Foreign Trade
Mr. Musa Demir
Foreign Trade Expert
demirm@dtm.gov.tr
Inönü Bulvari No 36
06510 - Emek
Ankara

3. Trade and business organizations
TISK
Turkish Confederation of Employer
Associations
Bülent Pirler
Secretary General
Me_rutiyet Cad. No: 1 / 4
06650 Kizilay
Ankara
gensec@tisk.org.tr

ISO
Istanbul Chamber of Industry
Mr Korkmaz Yıldırım
President of the Industry department
kyildirim@iso.org.tr
Mr. Mehmet Cavdar
Director of the Capacity Branch
mcavdar@iso.org.tr
Mesrutiyet Cad. No. 118
80050 Tepebasi
Istanbul
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ITKIB
Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporters
Association

TGSD
Turkish Clothing Manufacturers’
Association

Ms. Erbil Cihangir
Head of Human Resources
e_itim@itkib.org.tr

Esin Benöz
General Secretary
esin@tgsd.org.tr

Mr. Ru_en Cetin
Member of SC
rusen.cetin@tureks-tr.com

Lebib Mısırlı
Board member
lebib@mail.koc.net

Mr. Kemal Beyazit
Assistant to the General Secretary

Kıvanc Ergu
Kivanc@tgsd.org.tr

Coban Cesme Mevkii. Sanayi Cad. Dı_
Ticaret Kompleksi. B Blok. Yeni Bosna
Istanbul

Mehmet Akif Cad. 1. Sokak
Haydar Akin Is Merkezi 2, No. 23, K: 5 D:
19
34510 Sirinevler
Istanbul

4. Trade Unions
_Z IPLIK-I_
Yusuf Engin
President
Mr. Murat Inanc
General Secretary
Head Office:
Anittepe Mahallesi I_ik
Sk.No.28
Maltepe – Ankara
oziplikis@oziplikis.org.tr
Istanbul Branch:
Millet Cad. Sadi Cesmesi Sk.
No:26 Aksaray-Istanbul
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Zeki Polat
President
Engin Sedat Kaya
Coordinator of research dep.
enginsedat@ttnet.net.tr
Head Office:
Ziya Gokalp Cad. Aydogmus Sk. No:1
Kurtulus- Ankara
teksif@ada.net.tr
Yeni Bosna- Istanbul Branch:
Zafer Mah. Yıldırım Beyazıt Cad. Gölda_ı
Sok. No:1 Kat:4
Istanbul
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TEKSTIL
Suleyman Celebi
President
disk-f@tr.net

Asalettin Arslanoglu
Education Manager
asalettina@hotmail.com

Muharrem Kılıç
General Secretary

Tuba Aldeniz
Press Media Department
tuba_aldeniz@hotmail.com

Mehmet Ali Nebioglu
International Relations Department
tekstil@superonline.com

Merter, M. Nezhi
Ozmen Mah Akcay
Sok No 22/3-4
34018 Gungoren
Istanbul

5. Non- government organizations
Working group on Women Homebased Workers in Turkey (Support
Group)

Women Home-based Workers’
Cooperative

Nazik Isık
nisik@turk.net

Nevil Il
Supporter
nevin_il@yahoo.com

Asuman Turkun
aturkun@e-kolay.net
Gulcan Kacan
gulcankacan@hotmail.com
Asalettin Arslanoglu
Education Manager
asalettina@hotmail.com

Ambarli Mah. Bagdar Sk. No:6
Cavusoglu Apt.
Avcılar- Istanbul
avcilarkoop@hotmail.com

Tuba Aldeniz
Press Media Department
tuba_aldeniz@hotmail.com
Merter, M. Nezhi
Ozmen Mah Akcay
Sok No 22/3-4
34018 Gungoren
Istanbul
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TUKODER
Mehmet Sevim
President
mehmetsevim@tuketicikoruma.org
Board Members:
Ali Er
av.ali_er@e-kolay.net
Sebahattin Keskin
ozan54@ttnet.net.tr
Ozgur Kaya
okayax@hotmail.com
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Sukran Eroglu
ssukrantr@hotmail.com
Sinan Gulerci
habermerkezi@kadikoygazetesi.com
Kudret Koksal
kudretkoksal@superpostor.com
Tayfun Sever
Ikaros_59@yahoo.com
Yogurtcu Sükrü Sokak, No 53/2
81320 Kadiköy
Istanbul
tukoder@tuketicikoruma.org
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Annex 3:

Attendance of consultation with suppliers
Armada Hotel, Istanbul
4th November 2004

Panel
Alice Tepper Marlin, SAI
Sjef Stoop, FWF
Laksmi , GAP
Rut Tufts, FLA
Chair
Susan Hayter, Joint Initiative
Observer
Juliet Edington, ETI

Hasan Gumus

Adres Textile

Cenk Guldal

A.S

Irfan Dal

ATK Textile

F.Bala Canseber

ATK Textile

Ahnet Aytemiz

Aytemizler Textile

Alan Phillips

Castleblair Istanbul

Utkan Ulucay

Castleblair Istanbul

Hamzi Fatun

Delta socks Israel Q.A

Tolga Engin

Desa Deri

Yeser Ozden

Desa Deri

Ercan Gulseren

Dinateks

Ilknur Ozturk

Ebru Textile

Akif Gok

Ebru Textile

Rustu Ertekin

Fetih Textile

Gungor Kesci

Gals A.S

Melike Marim

Gama Textile

Gunsan Cetin

GAP inc

Fuat Ozveri

GAP INC

Melih Kilic

Gorkem Giyim

Meryem Basbug

Hey Textile

Ali Sahin

Imteks San. A.S

Asli Siddiqi

Intek Tekstil

Heyecan N.Bayar

Key Textile

Muazzez Siahpoush Kolyaci

Li and Fung Trading ltd

Eylem Yilmaz

Li and Fung Trading ltd
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Halil Celik

Li and Fung Trading ltd

Vedat Calis

Marks and Spencer

Sylvia Dayi

Marks and Spencer

Orkun Darnel

Marks and Spencer

Kemal Bingulluoglu

Milteks Textile

Oguz Argana

Olkusan A.S.

Musa Bostanci

Opal Giyim Ankara

Yonca Kaya

Puma

Stefan Dienesch

Puma

Levent Demirtas

Retro Textile

Hakan Bas

TAD Textile research journal

Sefa Yuksel

TAD Textile reseach journal

Coskun Badir

Taha Textile

Hulya Cetinkaya

Talu Textile

Kemal Mukim

Taypa

Isilay Kosalay

Tesco

Yilmaz Kandis

Tesco

Burcin Dursun

Topkapi Iplik

Seher Akinci

Topkapi Iplik

Nihal Koksal

Topkapi Iplik

Kaan Erman

Topkapi Iplik

Selin Gur

Tubas Konfeksiyon

Deniz Boztepe

Turku Textil

Charles Jackson

Typa Textile

L.B. Sohe

Typa Textile

Halil Uysal

Uniteks

Yucel Kisa

Yalcin Rulman LTD

Yasemin Basar

Yesim Textile
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